Evaluation of the appropriateness of pacemaker mode selection in bradycardia pacing: how closely are the ACC/AHA guidelines followed?
Although guidelines for selection of the appropriate pacing mode have been published, little data is available on how closely these are followed in the clinical setting. All 738 patients (men 412, women 326; age 73.4 +/- 0.46 years; range 19-101 years) who underwent pacemaker implantation from 1996 to 2000 were reviewed to determine if the appropriate mode was selected based on the ACC/AHA guidelines with the data collected prospectively. Demographic, investigational, and implantation data including the presence of sinus disease and/or atrioventricular block, diagnosis, indication for pacing, ACC/AHA class indication for device therapy, recommended ACC/AHA mode, implanted mode, and reason for not using the recommended mode were entered into an SPSS data base. Of 738 patients, 708 were cross-tabulated for a match to the guidelines of which 358 (50.6%) had a mode selected that did not conform. The reasons were advanced physical disability (16%), physician choice without identifiable reason (21%), rate modulation selected without identifiable indication (16%), DDD implanted instead of VDD (25%), advanced age (9%), rare need for pacing (6%), a need for specific device features (5%), and unstable stimulation thresholds or difficult venous access (2%). In the treatment of bradyarrhythmias, deviation from the ACC/AHA indicated mode occurred in a substantial proportion of pacing system implantations. However, in many, the deviation appeared appropriate considering the patient's clinical status. Nevertheless, in a smaller proportion of patients the deviation appeared inappropriate requiring rectification. The two outstanding categories were: (1) elderly denied a dual chamber system with no clinical explanation and (2) selection of rate-modulated devices without any indication of chronotropic incompetence.